Accessories for Cable Cubby 202 • Setup Guide
This guide provides instructions for assembling and installing two accessories for the
Cable Cubby 202: the double-space AAP bracket and the Retractor bracket.

AAP Bracket
The AAP bracket accomodates two single-space
AAPs in the Cable Cubby enclosure. Follow
these steps to install your choice of AAPs and
the AAP bracket.
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Secure two single-space
AAPs in the AAP bracket.

1

Secure two single-space
AAPs in the AAP bracket.
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S
Secure
the AAP bracket in
tthe enclosure using the
provided plate screws.
p

3

S
Secure
the AAP bracket in
tthe enclosure using the
provided plate screws.
p

#4-40 Nut with
Captive Washer

2
#4-40 Nut with
Captive Washer

Insert the cables through the
bottom of the Cable Cubby
and connect cables to the AAPs.

2

Retractor Bracket

Insert cables through the
bottom of the Cable Cubby
and connect cables to the AAPs.

The Retractor bracket accommodates up to three Retractor modules in the Cable Cubby
enclosure. Follow the steps below to install the bracket and Retractor modules.

NOTE:

See the next page for Retractor dimensions.
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h
Insert the pin through
ng
the Retractor mounting
hole on the side of
3 and use
the bracket,
the clip to secure the
Insert
theother
pin through
pin
at the
end. h
ng
the Retractor mounting
hole on the side of
the bracket, and use
the clip to secure the
pin at the other end.
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Insert Retractors into
the Retractor bracket.

2
Insert Retractor
1
modules into the
Retractor
bracket.
Secure the Retractor bracket on the bottom
of
the enclosure using the provided bracket screws.

1
Secure the Retractor bracket on the bottom of
the enclosure using the provided bracket screws.
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Retractor Dimensions
When installing Retractor modules in the Cable Cubby, ensure that there is enough space for
the Retractor assembly under the table (see the Retractor dimensions below).
Table Top
15.2"
(38.6 cm)

8.8"
(22.4 cm)

1.9"
(4.8 cm)

8.9"
(22.6 cm)

17.7"
(45.0 cm)

21.5"
(54.6 cm)
23.2"
(58.8 cm)

Retractor
30º

Table Top
11.8"
(29.9 cm)

21.2"
(53.8 cm)
8.9"
(22.6 cm)

23.7"
(60.3 cm)

26.7"
(67.7 cm)

29.2"
(74.0 cm)

Retractor XL
30º
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